To the Editor:

Eruptive pseudoangiomatosis is characterized by small, shiny red papules of angioma-like appearance surrounded by a characteristic pale halo. The condition usually resolves spontaneously within a few days.

A 43-year-old man consulted for the onset of small asymptomatic, erythematous lesions on the forearms 7 days earlier. His history included hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, morbid obesity, alcoholism, smoking, and obstructive lung disease that, due to acute recurrence caused by a respiratory infection of undetermined cause, required admission to the intensive care unit up to 2 weeks before he was seen by our unit.

The physical examination showed almost 20 bright red, nonconfluent, maculopapular lesions on both forearms, measuring diameter 2-3 mm and surrounded by a clear halo that whitened on diascopy (Figure 1).

The biopsy revealed mild dermal edema and slight perivascular lymphocytic infiltrate in the superficial and middle dermis; the vessels of the superficial dermis were dilated, congestive, with no erythrocytic extravasation, capillary proliferation, or vasculitis (Figure 2). Additional examinations, including complete blood count and basic biochemistry, as well as serology for cytomegalovirus, Epstein-Barr virus, parvovirus, human immunodeficiency virus, and hepatitis C virus were normal or negative. The lesions disappeared spontaneously after 10 days.

Eruptive pseudoangiomatosis is a rare process that was first described by Cherry in 1969, although the term itself was coined by Prose in 1993. Its etiology is unknown. A viral cause has been suspected because of the presence in children of prodrome symptoms that include fever, diarrhea, or respiratory symptoms, because the symptoms have been associated with echovirus infection in 4 cases, and because several familial cases and other epidemics in closed communities have been published. Other evidence indicating viral infection is a report of apoptosis and viral-like particle groups in the lymphocytes of perivascular infiltrate in an ultrastructural study. Cases associated with acute lymphocytic leukemia and others that have presented after renal transplantation have also been described, with no evidence of viral infection. Other
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Figure 1. Red, maculopapular, well-delimited lesions surrounded by a pale halo on the forearm.

Figure 2. Histological image of one of the lesions, showing capillary dilatation and endothelial edema, accompanied by perivascular lymphocytic infiltrate, with no extravasation or vasculitis. (Hematoxylin-eosin, ×10)
authors have considered insect bites to be the cause.\textsuperscript{10} Erythema punctatum Higuchi is characterized by self-limiting, nonpruriginous erythematous lesions surrounded by a clear halo, with a similar histology to eruptive pseudoangiomatosis; this condition may be the same entity under consideration here, given that Ban et al\textsuperscript{11} detected an epidemic among 26 patients in Japan who had eruptive pseudoangiomatosis-like lesions after mosquitoes appeared in their hospital.

Our patient was admitted to the intensive care unit due to acute recurrence of infection in obstructive lung disease. The cause could not be proven because the cultures were negative; a viral infection could also not be proven. The cutaneous lesions appeared a week after hospital discharge. Although not confirmed, we feel that an infectious agent is most likely in this case, given the patient’s background and history in the weeks prior to onset of the lesions.
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